Our extensive measurements of thmage thresholds for fused silica and several fluorides (LiF, CaF, MgF and BaF) at 1053 and 526 nm for pulse durations, 'r, ranging from 275 fs to 1 ns are reported elsewhere at this meeting. A theoretical model based on electron production via multiphoton ionization, Joule heating, and collisional (avalanche) ionization is in good agreement with experimental results.
INTRODUCTION
The generally accepted picture of bulk damage to defect-free dielectrics involves the heating of conduction band electrons by incident radiation and transfer of this energy to the lattice. Damage occurs via conventional heat deposition resulting in melting and boiling of the dielectric material.
Because the controlling rate is that of thermal conduction through the lattice, this model predicts a dependence of the threshold fluence (energy/area) upon pulse duration t, in reasonably good agreement with numerous experiments which have observed a t scaling with 0.4< a < 0.5 in a variety of dielectric materials from 100 Ps to 100 ns [1] .
Recently, the application of chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) [2] to solid-state lasers has enabled terawatt class systems producing subpicosecond pulses. This duration is significantly shorter than the time scale for electron energy transfer to the lattice. As a result, damage with these short pulses should exhibit a qualitative difference from that produced by longer (>100 ps) pulses.
We have developed a theoretical model in which very short intense pulses produce initial conduction band electrons by photoionization, ie. multiphoton ionization. Because the pulses are so short, Joule heating of the electrons happens too fast for significant transfer of energy from the electrons to the lattice. This heating and energy diffusion result in an electron avalanche due to impact ionization. The avalanche is described by a kinetic equation.
This model, with no adjustable parameters, is in good agreement with our observations in the short-pulse regime and over a range of laser wavelength (see accompanying paper ). This model is also consistent with the observations [3] of solid density plasmas produced by ultrashort pulses.
THEORY OF ULTRASHORT PULSE DAMAGE THRESHOLD
2.1 Overview.
An adequate theoretical description of dielectric optical breakdown thresholds requires answering three questions. First, what are the sources of the initial electrons that initiate the avalanche? Secondly, what are the conduction electron momentum and energy scattering rates? These rates determine the rate at which laser energy can be absorbed and, thus, the avalanche rate. Thirdly, to what extent does significant heating of the lattice itself modify the scattering rates.
For ultra short pulses, a situation is encountered that is much simpler than that for long pulses. We will show the following for pulse durations less than about 10 ps. First, intensities corresponding to breakdown produce electrons via photo ionization, and these electrons initiate the avalanche. Indeed, as the sub-ps regime is reached, breakdown intensities approach the limit in which photoionization alone is capable of producing high electron densitites. Secondly, since there are no statistical fluctuations in the number of starting electrons, we will be able to define the intrinsic damage threshold of the material. The strong dependence of multiphoton rates on intensity means that the threshold becomes increasingly sharply defined for shorter durations. Thirdly, a great deal of theoretical and empirical information exists on electron scattering in silica. We are able to use an empirically based model of scattering as described below. Finally, for very short pulses, laser energy is absorbed by the electrons much faster than it can be transferred to the lattice. Since the lattice does not heat appreciably during the pulse, there is no modification of scattering rates. There is also no need to track the flow of energy into the lattice to account for thermal and mechanical stresses. The actual damage occurs after the ultrashort pulse has passed so lattice heating can be ignored for purposes of determining the damage threshold.
We take the damage threshold to be indicated by the critical electron density at which the plasma becomes reflective (1021 cm3 for 1053 nm) since it is just below this density that the laser is strongly absorbed. Our calculations indicate the theoretical threshold is only logarithmically dependent on this choice.
Kinetic Equation
Our description of electron avalanche development is based on the solution of a kinetic equation for the electron distribution function. For insulators or other materials having a large bandgap energy Uj ( i.e. ho <<Uj ), the heating and collision ionization of conduction electrons can be described by a FokkerPlanck equation [4, 5] .
f(e,t) (2) and D(e)=2E (3) Here is the electron energy, f(E,'t) d€ is the number density of electrons having kinetic energy between and + d at time t, R accounts for Joule heating of electrons in terms of the conductivity per electron = e2cm/m*(l +O)2tm2), (4) and y(E) describes the rate at which electron energy is transferred to the lattice. The quantity l/'tm(E) is the transport (momentum) scattering rate. Both 'rm(E) and 'y(E) are energy dependent, varying in fused silica by two orders of magnitude for energies in the conduction band (see Fig. 1 ). The current J(c,t) represents direct heating and loss as well as an energy diffusion with coefficient D() which is proportional to both the conductivity and the laser intensity. The final term S(E,t) in Eq.(1) represents sources and sinks of electrons, S(E,t) = Rimp(Et)
Impact ionization Rimp was included as in [5] , assuming that excess kinetic energy is equally divided between the two resultant electrons. That is
The rate v()was taken in the Keldysh impact ionization form [6] as 1.5 (c/U1 -1)2 fs1 . The factor of 4 in the second term of Eq. (6) can be justified by integrating Eq.(6) over energy. This shows the net rate of electron production is simply JdE V (e)f() The source term S also includes photoionization R1. At 1053 nm, we used the strong field result of Keldysh [9] corresponding to eight photon absorption. At 526 nm, we used the experimentally determined 4 photon absorption cross section 2 x 414 cm8 sec3 [7] . The boundary conditions for Eq.(1) are the vanishing of the distribution at c=oo and the current at =O.
Due to the fast growth of the impact ionization rate for energy above the band gap, some researchers have replaced the source term in Eq. (6) (the full kinetic equation) by the boundary conditions.
These conditions imply that every electron that reaches energy Uj generates a second electron by impact ionization and leads to two electrons at energy zero. The second of these is known as the "flux doubling" condition. This formulation is advantageous if we assume exponentional growth exp( t) and replace f/ih by 3f(E). The kinetic equation is then replaced by an eigenvalue equation with 3 as the eigenvalue. We refer to this second formulation as the flux doubling model. The equivalence of the two formulations depends on the impact ionization rate being much larger than the rate at which the band gap energy is being absorbed. That is, max E2 << Uj v(2E + U1) , (8) for e small. For ultra short intense pulses, this inequality no longer holds. For example, in fused silica at 1053 nm, umax E2= U1 v(1.5 Uj) at an intensity on the order of 10 TW/cm2 . Thus, the equivalence of the two formulations cannot be taken for granted, but must be checked. We use this model to develop an analytic estimate of the avalanche rate which is compared to our numerical simulations of the kinetic equation.
The important physical quantities n (electron number density) and <E> ( 
The corresponding equations for the flux-doubling model are similar.
Aside from the derivative of in Eq.(12), this equation looks formally like the simple Drude theory used in [7] describing electron energy gain by Joule heating and loss by transfer to the lattice.
However, the effective transport coefficients involved like 2 &r(e) At high laser intensity, the energy absorbed from the laser field can not be transferred to the lattice as fast as it is being deposited in the electrons In this case, the absorbed energy is used to feed the avalanche, and the average energy per electron is high but fixed. To estimate the bounding intensity between the long and short regimes, we use Eq. (12). Initially all electrons are concentrated near the band bottom. In this case the derivative term in (12) is small and a and y can be evaluated at zero energy. As a result we have the condition for avalanche dominated regimes cr(O)E2>Ey(O) (14 For parameters corresponding to fused silica, this gives 10=80 GW/cm2 for the limiting intensity corresponding to a pulse duration of a few hundred p5. The short pulse regime thus starts for pulse durations of less than about 10 ps.
Our calculations treat optical damage in fused silica for I >> In this case the effect of energy transfer to lattice will be small, one can consider the temperature of the lattice as a constant and, hence, consider the functions (e) and y() unchanged during the pulse.
Solutions of the Kinetic Equation
Electron scattering from various types of phonons determines the transport scattering and loss rates appearing in Eq.(1). It is currently not possible to construct a first principles theoretical model of all these interactions. The best approach combines theoretical reasoning with experimental data about interaction constants, deformation potential, etc. to construct a semi-empirical model. We used the results summarized in[81, which give a good account of electron scattering in fused silica. We digitized their data (see Fig. 1 ) and used these rates in our calculations. We used m*= me and the characteristic phonon energy E in Eq(1) was taken as 0.033 eV. The conductivity a(E) and energy diffusivity D(c) are plotted in Fig. 2 .
Numerical solution of the kinetic equation at constant laser intensity and without photoionization shows that an avalanche is established in a few fs for an intensity of 1 TW/cm2(see Fig. 3 ). The transient period before establishment of the avalanche decreases with increasing intensity since the energy diffusion increases. During the avalanche, the electron distribution grows in magnitude without changing shape, ie.
f(E,t) = g(e) exp (fi t) The shortness of the transient solution for constant intensity suggests that for a pulseshape 1(t), we may expect a solution for the electron distribution function like f(E,t)=g(e)ejt with /3 = aJ(t). This supposition is tested in Fig. 5 in which we plot ln(n(t)) vs the instantaneous fluence (t) = jI(tt) dt' (17) for the case of a Gaussian pulse. It is evident that the linearity between 3 and I holds throughout nearly the entire pulse.
With the proportionality between f3 and I, and the exponential growth of Eq (15), the electron density can be described by =n=cd(t)n (18) We now reintroduce photoionization R1 in the source term S of Eq.(1). This term is of form P(I)F( ) . Here P is the photo ionization rate and F is the distribution function of the photoelectrons normalized so fF(E) de=1. The photoionization process is sensitive to the Keldysh parameter z = where Up is the ponderomotive potential. For z>> 1, which is the case here, the electron has time for many oscillations in the binding potential before being ionized. The resulting rate can be considered due to a multiphoton process.
For 526 nm light, four photon absorption is the relevant process and P=a4(-)Ns (19 We used the cross section value cr4 =2 x 10 1 14 cm8 sec3 [7] . This was measured for NaC1, but other insulators have nearly the same cross section. The quantity N5 is the solid atom density. In any case, our results are not very sensitive to the exact normalization of these rates.
For 1053 nm light, eight photon absorption crossection values were not available so we used the strong field Keldysh formula for P(I) [ 9] . Evaluation of the Keldysh expression leads to a result very well fit by the eight photon absorption form. We used the fit P(I)= 9.5225 x 1010 j8 cm3 ps1 (20 where the intensity I is in TW/cm2. This expression should be valid up to intensifies on the order of 1000 TW/cm2.
The presence of photoionization disturbs the distribution function. But if the transient time of Eqs(1 1,12) is small in comparison with a typical time for density increase due to photoionization, the distribution function will remain close to g(E). In this case, the avalanche development is described by a dt For high photoionization rates, the rate equation can be justified as follows. The photoionization is strongly peaked at the center of the pulse. After the peak passes, photoionization becomes unimportant.
The electrons produced at the peak serve as seed electrons for the avalanche. . Hence (21) can be considered as an interpolation scheme which smoothly describes the transition between the two extremes. Our numerical calculations confirm this picture. Fig. 6 compares solutions of Eqs. (1) and (21) for a 1053 nm 1 p5 Gaussian pulse with peak intensity of 3.5 TW/cm2 . The close agreement between the two solutions justifies using the rate equation Eq.(21). Fig. 7 illustrates the evolution of electron density for a 0.2 ps full l/e width 6 TW/ cm 2 pulse.
Determination of Damage Threshold
The pulse intensity and the electron density produced by photoionization alone are included for reference. Because photoionization is very intensity dependent, the electron production takes place principally at the peak of the pulse. After these "seed" electrons are produced, a small electron avalanche achieves a critical density plasma. It is important to note that the dense plasma is not produced until late in the pulse. Only this last part of the pulse experiences strong absorption or reflection. Note that we expect thresholds to be more sensitive to the pulseshape for longer pulses when the avalanche is relatively more significant.
The above numerical values all pertain to the wavelength 1053 nm. At first glance, one would expect a strong frequency dependence in the avalanche rate because of the denominator of Eq. (4). The maximum value of cot at 526 nm is about 1.4. However, this value occurs at energy zero which, as remarked earlier, is relatively ineffective at determining the value of 13. Instead, according to Eq(16), it is the minimal values of , the bottlenecks, that determine the avalanche rate. The denominator in Eq. (16) is more nearly equal to unity at these values so we do not expect a strong frequency dependence. Indeed, our numerical calculations lead to the value a =0.0075 cm2/ ps GW and a scale fluence of 0.26 J/cm2. we are examining the crystal under a microscope and looking for small damage spots. There an questions about sensitivity and single pulse versus multiple pulse. We do not understand exactly wh) the differences, but the fundamental thing about the breakaway from the T112 and the importance o multiphoton absorption we agree on.
Q Since you mentioned the Fokker-Planck approach I didn't see any diffusion term in your Fokker-Placn equations.
A There is a diffusion term which is proportional to the joule heating term that describe how the electron' diffuse in energy space.
Q Every time that I hear the word "intrinsic" I think that the person has not made enough damag threshold measurements. How were there samples cleaned. We have seen reports where the samp1e
were cleaved in ultrahigh vacuum and still, depending on how long the sample was exposed to ultrahigh vacuum we have seen the damage threshold change as a function of time in a vacuum of 1 0b0 or 101 Torr. How can you be sure that what you are seeing here is the finger oil of the last person who cleaned the sample?
A The reason that we claim that these features are intrinsic, assuming that the sample is reasonably clean. is that by the time that you get to these short pulses the multiphoton rate is big enough to mask the background rate of electrons due to defects. We did our calculations assuming a background of 1 08 or 1 010. You find that over some pulse length regieme it flattens out and all that you have to do is supply enough energy to make an avalanche from there to the critical density. Once you go to short pulse lengths you have to go to high enough intensities so that the multiphoton process generates so many electrons that it masks the background number and it's contribution is no longer significant. One can thus claim that what we are seeing is intrinsic damage. It is also extremely reproducible. We looked at several different samples from the same vendor and we always got the same results. We also examined a thinner sample from a different vendor and got the same results in the short pulse limit. The samples were cleaned with acetone and/or methanol before irradiation.
Q Did you keep track of the absorption in these materials as testing progressed to see if the material was undergoing some kind of accumulation?
A No we did not.
